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On Evolution Equations for Moving Domains
G. Prokert

Abstract. We introduce a general framework for the description of the autonomous motion of
closed surfaces which are diffeomorphic images of spheres. The governing surface motion laws
are in general nonlocal and lead therefore to nonlocal evolution equations for a perturbation
function on a fixed reference domain. Although this evolution equation is fully nonlinear,
the invariance of the problem with respect to a certain class of reparametrizations and the
corresponding chain rule allow a quasilincarization of the evolution equation. Hence, as far as
short-time existence and uniqueness of the solution and stability of equilibria are concerned,
the analysis of the problems is reduced to the study of their linearizations and the application
of known techniques for quasilinear Cauchy problems. Using a priori estimates and Ga.lerkin
approximations in Sobolev spaces, both parabolic and first-order hyperbolic equations can be
treated. In the case of parabolic problems, the smoothing property of the evolution can be
proved.
This general approach can be applied to a broad class of moving boundary problems. We will
briefly discuss lIele-Shaw flow and Stokes flow driven by surface tension as well as classical
Hele-Shaw flow with advancing liquid boundary as examples for parabolic evolutions:
Keywords: Free boundary problems, surface motion laws, nonlocal parabolic evolution equations
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1. Introduction
A well-known and successful approach in the analytic treatment of free and moving
boundary problems is the so-called direct mapping method (see, e.g., [1, 5, 7, 15, 17,
18, 26)). It is based on a correspondence between the unknown or moving domain and
a real-valued continuous function on the boundary of a fixed reference domain. The
original problem is reformulated as a problem of determining this unknown function.
This method is particularly suitable for moving boundary problems which have the
structure of a surface motion law, i.e. where the evolution of the moving boundary at
a given time is completely determined by the domain at this time. In this case, the
reformulated problem typically has the form of a nonlocal, nonlinear Cauchy problem
which can be treated in an appropriate fixed function space by a variety of techniques
depending on the particular situation. The properties of the solution to the Cauchy
problem such as existence intervals, uniqueness, and smoothness, can be immediately
translated into corresponding results for the original moving boundary problem.
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The main difficulty in this approach lies in the nonlinear and nonlocal character of
the occurring evolution equation. In many cases, these equations are "fully nonlinear"
in the sense that there is neither a semilinear nor an obvious qua.silinear structure.
However, in an abstract sense one can speak about parabolic or hyperbolic problems,
depending on corresponding properties of the linearized problems, e.g. with respect to
coercivity or energy estimates.
In the case of parabolic equations, the problems mentioned above can be overcome
using the method of maximal regularity [3, 23). However, the general results on fully
nonlinear equations provided by this theory are not completely satisfactory because
they do not yield a proof of the smoothing effect of the evolution, i.e. the fact that the
solution is a C°°-function in space for all positive times which is expected in a parabolic
evolution. Moreover, the application of the theory of maximal regularity imposes strong
restrictions on the choice of the function spaces which can lead to considerable technical
complications.
Loosely speaking, the proof of the smoothing property for fully nonlinear parabolic
initial value problems can be given by two approaches: One of them is embedded in the
framework of the maximal regularity method and uses additional symmetry properties
of the evolution equation (see [3, 4, 16)). The other one goes back to Eidel'man [13]
and is based on replacing the original evolution equation by a quasilinear parabolic
system which is obtained by differentiating the original equation with respect to the
space variable and using a chain rule which links spatial derivatives of the evolution
operator to spatial derivatives of its argument. In the case of nonlocal evolutions,
however, such a chain rule is itself an expression for certain invariances of the problem.
This approach has been applied to parabolic moving boundary problems in [18, 261 and
to a hyperbolic problem in [8]. Both methods for proving the smoothing effect share
two disadvantages: As they rely on symmetries, they are applicable only to problems
which have such properties (e.g. invariance with respect to rotations or translations),
and there are unnatural geometric restrictions that have to be imposed on the moving
domains (their boundaries have to be graphs over a suitable reference manifold).
It is the aim of this article to introduce a related general technique which avoids
both disadvantages for domains that are diffeomorphic to balls. The unit ball is chosen
as reference domain, and the evolution of the moving domain is represented, via a given
smooth diffeomorphism, by the evolution of a perturbation of this ball. The basic idea
is to consider the evolution of the perturbation as depending also on the diffeomorphism
[19]. This leads to a non-uniqueness in the sense that the same domain can be described
by a family of perturbations with corresponding diffeomorphisms. Clearly, the evolution
is independent of the choice of a representant in this family. This invariance property
implies a chain rule which can be applied for a quasilinearization in the way described
above. It has to be pointed out that it is of a purely geometric nature and holds
independently of invariances in the original moving boundary problem.
By this technique, the existence and uniqueness proof for short-time solutions of a
broad class of moving boundary problems can essentially be reduced to the derivation of
a priori estimates for the linearized problem in Sobolev spaces of sufficiently high order.
Using these estimates, one can give the proof by standard arguments via Galerkin
approximations. In the case of parabolic problems, the smoothing effect can be shown
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by a bootstrapping argument which is also based on the chain rule.
Finally, applications of the described approach to three well-known surface motion
laws are discussed which lead to parabolic evolution equations, namely, the problems
of Stokes flow and Hele-Shaw flow driven by surface tension and to classical Hele-Shaw
flow with advancing liquid and a general interior driving mechanism. It is intended
to describe applications that lead to hyperbolic evolution equations in a forthcoming
paper.
2. The evolution equation

We consider domain evolution problems of a rather general type, which can informally
be described in the following way: Given an initial domain 1(0) C R'" and an operator
U which assigns to any (sufficiently smooth) domain ! a vector field on its boundary:
U():
one looks for a parametrized family {(t)} of domains ?(t), t E (O,T, such that the
evolution is sufficiently smooth and the motion of the boundary hypersurface r(i) =
ac(t) is given by
(1)
on r(i),
V(t) = U((t)) . n(t)
where V(t) denotes the normal velocity of the boundary r(t) at time t, and n(t) is the
outer unit normal field on r(i). Condition (1) arises naturally as kinematic boundary
condition in free boundary flows where U(l) is given as the restriction of the velocity
field of the flow to the boundary. In this context, it is simply a consequence of the
demand that the change from Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates should be a diffeomorphism.
We restrict our attention to domains that can be obtained as diffeomorphic images
of a ball. This allows the following approach: Let
ID E C(B6,R')flDiff00(B6,)
be a smooth diffeomorphism of the ball B 6 = { x E R N JXJ < 1 + 61 onto some domain
= B 6 1 C R', 8 > 0. It is proved in 18: Lemma 1.1) that there is a map 'P such
that for all s >
'I' E

'P(r + 1) = Or is a (global) diffeomorphism of B 0 onto B,. = 1.',.[ Bo] if li r il., is sufficiently
small, 0 (x) = x, and
i,b r (x) = (r(x) + 1)x

By the definition

for all x E 5N-I

(2)

= (1)[ Br] = cli ° Or[Bo]

we introduce a one-to-one correspondence between the functions r E C(Stv_1,(_8,6))
and certain domains whose boundaries are sufficiently close to r0 =
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In order to reformulate our domain evolution problem as an evolution equation for
a function on a fixed domain of definition, we describe the moving domain by
= Qr(t)-

It is not hard to see that this description implies the evolution equation
r) = I*U[ r] °
n.u(r)

v(r)

1' = F(,

on 5N-1

(3)

for r, where
zi(r) = i(r) o (r), ii(r) denotes the outer unit normal vector field on Br
n = v(0) = idsN-1 is the outer normal vector field on S1"_1
c,* denotes the pull-back of a vector field by from
to ôBr

and
U[,r] =U((Obr)[S'')).
The initial condition that complements (3) is given by Q(0).
In order to obtain an equivariance property for F, we choose a basis {Q,.. , Q ( N ) }
of the linear space of all skew-symmetric (N, N)-matrices and define for any 8 E
the rotation around the origin
O

So=e°' "e (

N2)Q(,2 ).

(4)

Lemma 1 (Equivariance of F). For any 8 E R2 ) and any r E C(S1,(_6,6)),
F( cI,r) oS 9 = F(f' o S,r o Se).

Proof. As a consequence of the definitions and of (2),
(5)

noS=Son
u(r)oSe=Soov(roS O )

( 6)

br0SS8 oi,bro 9 .

(7)

Hence, because of
oLoSe = 40
we have

S0 ibro

O br)[S] = (1) 0 S 8 0 Or.S. )[SN_11

and thus
U[,r] = U[o So, roSol.

Consequently,
= T_i o U[ 4), r] °
= So 0 S o 1 o T' 0 U[, r) 0 0 590
= So o T( 4b o 58)_i o U[(D o Sg,r o So) o o
= Seo('oSoU[o So, roSo] oS'.

SO
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Combining this with (5) - (7) one gets
F((P, r) oSg =

e UIrI 0 Or 0 S v(r) oS9
n 0

So . v(r) o S9

- S 9 o(ct o Se)*U[4 a Se,r o S9 )o S o 1 0 S a

-

Soon

,broS 0 S 0

o v(r aSo)

.Soov(roSo)

= F(oSe,roSo)

and the lemma' is proved I
The core of our problem is the investigation of the operator

f:

V

Hs(Sl) -

-

defined by
f(9,r) = F($o So, r),

where V is a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in
integer d denotes the order of the considered problem.

x H'1(S''-1). The positive

3. An example: Stokes flow with surface tension
As a first step, one has to establish smoothness properties of f. This has to be done
separately for any considered domain evolution problem, i.e. for every U. In this section,
we will give a proof for the analyticity of f in the case of so-called Stokes flow driven by
surface tension [18]. The methods used there can also be applied to the other evolution
problems which will be discussed later. Therefore, the proof of Lemma 2 below will also
serve as a model for these other applications where our attention will be restricted to
the necessary changes and to new aspects.
As a preparation for the discussion of the Stokes flow problem, we introduce the
bilinear operator
by
(a(& b) i

a K( ,)b -

aK()bJ

(i = 1,..., N),

j=1

where
K: {(i,)Ii <i <j <N}

is an arbitrary but fixed bijection. Moreover, we define the () -vector-valued differential operator rot, acting on differentiable N-vector fields, by
(rot v) K(I,) = 81 v3 —ô,v

(1

i<j

N).

Clearly, for N = 3 we essentially recover the usual concepts of the vector product and
the curl of a vector field.
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Let U(Q) be given as the restriction to ÔQ of the first component of the solution
(u,p) E (H1(1Z))N x L 2 (2) to the following elliptic boundary value problem describing
Stokes flow driven by surface tension forces (see, e.g., [18]):
—Au +Vp=O in Q
divu=O

in Q

T(u,p)n=tcn onadl

(8)

f0 udx = 0
frotudx = 0.

Here r, denotes the ((N - 1)-fold) mean curvature of ôd (with the sign chosen such that
K is negative if ci is convex) and T(u, p) is the stress tensor whose coordinates are
(T(u,p)) 1 , = 81 u 3 +'9,U - P6ij

It is shown in [18] that for sufficiently smooth ci (8) is uniquely solvable, hence U is
well-defined. More precisely, we have the following result..
Lemma 2 (Analyticity of f for Stokes flow with surface tension). Let U be defined
by (8) and s >
There is a neighborhood V of 0 in
x H'(S'') such that
I e C''(V,H(S"')).
C2
Proof. The embedding H(B0 ) '-*
(Bo) yields that for small r E Hl(SN_I)
we have Or E Diff2 (Bo,B r ) and consequently 4 , ,.
°Sooi' E Diff 2 (B 0 j1 0 r) where
d O,r
8r[Bo]. Defining

u(O, r) = U[ o So, r] 0

we have
- S'T'(4)(Se,br()))u(O,r)(e). v(r)(e)
f(0,()_
r)
. v(r)()

and transforming (8) to B0 by means of the diffeomorphism 'IO , r yields that u(9, r) is
the first component in the solution (u, p, A) of the operator equation
U

0
0

L(9, r) p = ?c(9,r)n(9,r) ,

A

0
0

L: V—iC(X3,Y3)

where
X, = (H3+(BQ))N x H(Bo) (rv
x
Y3 = (H3_(BO))N x H

4 (B0 ) x (H3(SN_l) x RN x

(9)
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and L is given by
19,rU + V 8,rp + A
divo,ru
L(9, r) p = 'Te,r(u,p)n(O,r) + A 2 (9 n(O,r)
A
fBudetAdx
fB0 roto,rudetA dx
U

with A = [], A 1

E R h',
(L

A2

and

E

r U) i =

a)IO(aktOu)

(Ve,p) 1 =
dive r u = a)taj u 1

--

(Te,r(u,p))i j = a'aku I + a3ku (rot9,ru);(,j) = aOku - aôku

[A]. 3 = [A(9, r)] 13 = [D h,r]ij =
a' 3 = a' 2 (9, r) = [A']
Moreover,

o Se 0 Or [Se]k1

ri(9,r) = fl[5l8,r] o I9,r

i(9, r) = k[ocle,r] 0 e,r
where ñ and k denote the operators that assign to a closed (sufficiently smooth) surface
its outer normal vector and curvature, as functions valued in R" and R, respectively.
For any function g e C-( 6 ), the Cauchy estimates
II ag II H .+

<
-

Co,5,6

! Cj6

holding for all multiindices c, together with the Banach algebra property of the space
H(Bo), imply analyticity of the superposition operator u '-+ g(u) from a small
neighborhood of the identity in (H3(Bo))N into H(Bo). Using this and the
Banach algebra property of H" + 12'(Bo) as well as the analyticity of the mapping 0
we find
AE C" ( VI (H(B0))"').
By assumption, A(0,0) = D is invertible in the Banach algebra (H4(Bo))". In
any Banach algebra, the set of invertible elements is open and the inversion is a locally
analytic operation, hence it follows that
a' 3

E C(V,H(B0)).

(10)

Introducing arbitrary local coordinates {x} on a subset W c 5N1 having smooth
boundary one finds that n = n(8, r) satisfies the system of equations - - - - -- -- H((O, r), n) = 0,

(11)
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where

H: V x (H 3 (W)) N

(H( W))

is given by
H((9,r),n) =

.._( ( c3 0 S 0 br)I)nj
axi

=190 0 SO 0 7,brIW . [So]k,
HN((9,r),n)

1w
axi .flj (z=1,...,N-1)

= 11n11 2 - 1.

Due to the well-known restriction theorems for Sobolev spaces and the Banach algebra
property of H 3 (W) we find H E C- (V, (H(W))'). Moreover, we clearly have
H((0, 0), n(ac0j ) = 0, (12)
i.e. (11) is solvable at (0,0), and the fact that I is a diffeomorphism implies that
the Fréchet derivative of H with respect to the second argument at ((0, 0), n(0, 0)) is
bijective. Hence it follows from the analytic version of the Implicit Function theorem
(cf. [27: Chapter 8]) that there is a unique n E C(V,(H3(W))N) satisfying (11) and
(12). As (11) characterizes n(9, r) up to the sign, we find in W
n(9, r) = n(9, r)

((9, r) E V).

Using partitions of unity, we conclude by standard arguments
n E Cw(v,(H3(SN_l))N). (13)

Together with (10) and the Banach algebra property of the spaces H 3 (B 0 ), H 3- (Bo)
and H(S"') this implies
L E C'-'(v,c(x3,y3)).

(14)

Furthermore, on any sufficiently smooth hypersurface r C R N , the mean curvature
#c can be characterized by the equation
cn =

where n denotes again the outer normal vector field on r and i' denotes the Laplace.
Beltrami operator on r, which has to be applied componentwise to the embedding
function
X: I' -i
that assigns to each point of r its coordinates in R''. For a proof of this see, e.g., [11:
Section 2.5/Theorem 1]. Consequently, in local coordinates x 1 ) we have on W
1

a
K(9,r) = --

(gl)((k 0500
br)IW)) nk(O,r),
" ax3
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where
g

= g(O,r) =

[G(O,r)]
= 9'(9,r)
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detG(9,r)

=

0S
j^x_i
= [G(9,r'1 ui

0 r)Iw)((

ax3

0S

o

br)IW)

In the same way as above, using the regularity of 4', the Banach algebra property
of the spaces HS(SN_) and H_ 1 (S"), and the fact that the mapping g i .- g - 12 is
analytic near any go on H 1 (S") if go is positive and smooth one obtains
K C(V,H_l(SN_I))
and therefore

'cn E C(V,H3_1(SN_1)).

(15)

Finally, it follows from results on the regularity of (8) (see [18]) that L(O,O) is a
homeomorphism from X 3 onto Y3 . From this, (14), and (15) it follows by the analytic
version of the Implicit Function Theorem applied to (9) that
U

E C(V,(H(Bo))'').

The statement of the lemma follows from this by the Banach algebra property of
H(S') and the fact that
E C(VI,(H3(S"_l))N)

(16)

where V' is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 in H 4 (S" 1 ). Note that (16)
follows from (13) by choosing 4) to be the identity and setting 0 = 0 U

4. Q uasilinearization by equivariance
The equivariance property of F which was shown in Lemma 1 will enable us to prove
a chain rule for the (in general nonlocal) operator f, i.e. an equation that links spatial
derivatives of f(p, r) on one hand to Fréchet derivatives of f applied to spatial derivatives of r on the other. This chain rule will be used to identify a quasilinear structure
of the operators that assign to r spatial derivatives of f(Lp, r), even if the operator
r
f((p , r) is fully nonlinear.
We do not attempt to give the most general formulation possible but one which is
oriented at our applications. In this section we will assume

I E C"(V,H(S'''))

(17)

with s > s o, d > 0, K E N (or "K = w" denoting analytic dependence), V a neighborhood of 0 in R(2) H(S 1 ). (Clearly, the example of Stokes flow given in the
, and d = 1.)
previous section fits into this frame with K = w, so =
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Consider the natural representation U of the Lie group 50(N) of rotations around
the origin in RN on the spaces H° (S"'),a > 0, given by
U(g)p = ço o g

for all g E S0(N) and all
e HO'(SN). By standard arguments, one can show
that U is strongly continuous. Moreover, let us denote by Dj the generators of the
U(e_ t Q.) . With the usual multiindex notation, we define
one-parameter subgroups I
H(SN_l)=

fl V(Da)

which is a Banach space under the norm given by
II u II

=

i

[DjJg.

IcI^n

It follows from [14: Theorem 3.17] that
1 ) Ha+(SN_1)

H°(S"

(18)

with equivalence of the respective norms.
In the following, let 7r 1 denote the canonical projection ofx H(S''') onto
its first component.
Lemma 3 (A chain rule for f) . Let H = n K and suppose that (p,r) E V and
r E H(S_1). Then f(,r) E H 3 +(S' l ) and

Df(p,r) = fl(,r)[Xa(),Dcxr]
+

E

[x1 (p ), D

Cf(, r)

r).... ,

(x ( p ), Dr)]

Ck,If(k+I)(,r)

+
(i3,k,flEI2

x [(x1 ( p ), D' r),.. , (p ( p ), D

r),

(), 0),.

, (,k,:,I(),

0)]

where

=

k

12(
8 , k, 1)

,

0k<
^

fl= (a' ,...

+

+ Ok =

kI- 3 , 1 <1< l a I- k - 2

)

-

and Xs

Xfl,k,I,j

E C((ir i [V], R())

Proof. By the Inverse Function Theorem, there is a neighborhood W of 0 in
such that the restriction of the mapping 0 '.- So to W acts as a smooth diffeomorphism
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of W onto its image W'. The inverse of this diffeomorphism will be denoted by S.
By taking V sufficiently small one can arrange that Sc1, 0 S E W' for all ,9 E iri[V].
The mapping
T: (ir i [V))2 —p W
defined by
T(p,9) = S'(S,oSo)
is smooth, and for any E ir i [V] we have that T(,9) E ir i [V] for sufficiently small 9.
Hence, by Lemma 1 and the definition of f,
f(cp,r) 058 = f(T(p,9),r o So)
for 9 sufficiently small.- Differentiating this equation with respect to 9, at 9 = 0 yields,
for r e H3+d+1(S'_I),
Df(p,r) = f'(p,r) 0T-(caO) Di r] .
I

(19)

This equation is valid for all and the right side is in Hs(S"_I), hence f E H''(S')
= H'(S"'). Thus, the lemma is proved for lc = 1. Taking the k-th order Fréchet
0) = e(), one finds
derivative (k K - 1) on both sides of (19) and writing aoj
Djf(o,r)[(t9i,hi),... ,(9k,hk)]
=

r) [('9' 1 h 1 )
1(k)

+

(k h k) (e j (y) Dir)]

r)

1=1

(20)

x
+

f3)(p,r)
(j,L',)EI3
h p,),... ,

, h), (e_3+()[

kj+1l' 0)1

with
13

1<j <k-i, v = {v1 ,... ,v_ ' },
vU1z= {1,.. . ,k}, z

... < v,

{m ' ... ,k-j+1}
< .. <

(and obvious modifications if j = 1, i.e. v is empty). (20) is proved straightforwardly
by induction over k. The proof of the lemma can be given now by induction over joij.
Suppose the assertion holds for all multiindices a' with a' = n - 1 K - 1 and choose
an a with
- lal = n. Then D° = DD° ' for an a' with = ii L Applying the induction assumption and (20) yields the assertion for ai
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Clearly, our interest is in the evolution (3) for fixed 4, i.e. in the nonlinear Cauchy
problem
(21)

r(0) = r0.

j

Assumption (17) and Lemma 3 yield the following key results on the operator p.

Lemma 4 (Properties of p). There is a neighborhood W of 0 in H'(S" 1 ) such

that:

(i) (Regularity).
P e C_n(WflH3+n(S?_1),H3+n(S11_1))
and p is bounded from
n<K.

to H' (SN_I)for all non-negative integers

(ii) (Analyticity). If K = w, then
P e c(w n

H'"(S'))

for all n E N.
(iii) (Weak sequential continuity). For all non-negative integers n
sequentially continuous from W fl H3+n(SN_1) into H3+71(SI_I).

(iv) (Quasilinearity of D o p). For any multiindex a with 0 <
is an operator Cc, e C K_n (WflH 8 +d_1(SN_I),Hs(SN_I)) such that

K, p is weakly
n K there

Dp(r) p'(r)[D°rj + Gc,(r)

(22)

satisfying for all r E W fl H3(S1'-I) and arbitrary c > 0 the estimates

CC,,,. (IIrII 2,++d_1 + 1)
II G c,( r )II, ; e II T II,+n + g 3n,e(II T II3+d+0

II G a( 1')II,
where g,,

:

-p

(23)
(24)

l+ is a monotone increasing function.

Proof. The smoothness results in (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the
chain rule in Lemma 3 with = 0 and the norm equivalence (18). The same is true for
the boundedness result if K is finite. For K = w, the boundedness of p follows from
the fact that (17) implies the boundedness of all Fréchet derivatives f ( ' ) (0, r) on 7r1 [V]
with values in £((H3+d(sN_I))k, H3(sN_l)).
(iii) follows by standard arguments from the boundedness of p and the compactness
of the embeddings H U (S') '-* H(S"') for or > s (cf., e.g., [18: Proof of Lemma
71(u)]).
• To show (iv), we use that
f'(0,r)[(xc,(0),D'r)I

= p1 (r)[D'r]

+ f'(O,r)[(xc,(o),o)I.
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Thus, we find (22) with

[ ( x.

G. =
+

+

E

Ckf (0, r) [(x (0), D' r),... ,

(x (0),

D r)]

(,k,0 €12
[(x,31 (0), D' r),.. . , (x(0) Dr), (&kI1(0), 0),. .. , (k,I,i(0),

0)1,

and the definition of 11 and 12 as given in Lemma 3. Note that Gc2 (r) can be expanded
in a sum of terms whose H(S')-norm can be estimated either by a constant C, or
by CIIrII3+d+fl_I or by a product of the form
C

II r II3+d+b1

n - 1 and
with k ^ 2, 1
applying the interpolation inequalities

1ft115+d+bk

n. Estimate (23) follows from this by

b,

b2

II r IIs+d+b 1

bI +. +bk_l
C 511 r 11$ +d+ fl_I IIrIIS+d

for j = 1,.. . , k - 1. To show (24) we note that there is a ( > 0 depending only on ri
such that
b

hence
lI'lIs+d+b :^

The estimate follows from this by application of the interpolation inequality
I n lIs+d+n_(

E

II r IIs+dfn + Ce'IIrIIs+d

with e' > 0 sufficiently small I

5. Linearization
It is clear from the results of the previous section that the study of the linear operator
p'(r) is essential for the analysis of equation (3). At first, we will discuss a "change of
coordinates" for our problem.
For the description of the linearized evolution problem, it is more appropriate to
choose To = cI 0 (S'') as fixed reference manifold and to consider small perturbations
of l'o in normal direction. This approach leads to the following additional definitions:
There is a neighborhood U of l'o in R' such that there are a 5 > 0 and a smooth
diffeomorphism
0: 170x(-5,6)--U
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given by

-

=

+ ii(),

where jT denotes the outer normal vector field on 1" 0 . We denote the inverse of ®
by ®' (,d). It is straightforward to check that for smooth r with IIrIIcI(sN_t)
sufficiently small, there is precisely one function .1? E C°°(r0 ) defined by
E SN_I)

(25)
and that R(r) depends smoothly on r. Note that R(r) describes the perturbed domain
r with respect to the coordinates in U given by ®, i.e.
= d ('br())

(

aQr = {®(,R(r)())I e r0}.
The evolution (3) can therefore be described equivalently by

= (R)
and it is our aim to express p'(r) with the help of '(R(r)) which can be calculated more
straightforwardly.
The relation between p and T is given by carrying out the differentiation of R(r)
with respect to t which yields
R

(R(r)) = R'( r )L i'J = R'(r)[p(r)].
Calculation of the Fréchet derivatives on both sides gives
(26)
= '(R(r))[R'(r)[h]I,
and it remains to calculate the Fréchet derivatives R'(r) and R"(r). This can be done
by differentiating both sides of (25) with the result (in arbitrary local coordinates)
R'(r)[p'(r)[h]j + R"(r)[h,p(r)]

R'(r)[h1(,br(e))

=
= a(e,r(e))
where a 2 ,-y E C(S'

R(r)

+i(:br()) .

R(r)
—(I!t,&r(e))h()
1 x (-5,o)).

+

y(e,r())h(e),

As 4 is a diffeomorphism, we have

D()n()
=
Further differentiation of (27) yields
R"(r)[h, k](E(I,br())

(27)

> y

o>0

(E

SN_I).

r())-_-(R'(r)[h])(,r(e))k(e)

=
+
+

L(e, r(e)) aR(r)

—

a

+

or

^,r(^))a

aR

aCk
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Combining this with (26) and (27) we find for r = 0
p'(0)[h

0)['h]

-Y

(28)

+ l[h] + xh,

where 0 = IsN-1 E Diff(S 1'1 - 1 ,Fo), I is a first-order differential operator on S''
corresponding to a smooth vector field and x E C°°(S'''). Based on (28) we show
that under suitable assumptions the coercivity of '(0) implies coercivity of p'(0). For
this purpose, we specify the scalar products which are used on H'(S"') as
(u, 00

= ISN-1

where

arid

uvdw

A=

(u,v)c

(I - L 5N_I)2

(a

= (Acu,Acv)o,

E

and ASN - I is the Laplace- Beltrami operator on SN_I. It is well-known that A is a
well-defined, L 2 -self-adjoint pseudodifferential operator of order a on S" 1 which maps
real-valued functions to real-valued functions and that the scalar products defined above
generate the usual topology on H c ( S N_I ) . Consequently,
Ac E Li, (H t (S'_ I ) , H' (S" 1 ))

(t E R).

In an analogous way, scalar products (., .)O are defined on the spaces H°'(r0 ), using
the operators A 0 = (I — L r 0 ) that have analogous properties.
Lemma 5 (Coercivity of p'(0)). Let s E R be fixed. Suppose that '(0)
where A is a pseudodifferential operator of order d> 0 and

= A+K

KE
If A satisfies
(Au, u)'°

_ cIIu I la 2 + C IuIIO 2
3+ S

(u

e H"(r0 ))

(29)

with constants c > 0 and C > 0, then there are (different) constants c > 0 and C > 0
such that
(p'(0)[h], h) 3

—c II h II^

+ C "h
II II 2

(h E H 3

(S N_I )) .

(30)

Remark. It is clear that assumption (29) is equivalent to an analogous inequality
for '(0).
Proof of Lemma 5. We have
(p'(0)[h],h)s

= (Ayh,h) + (Kyh,h) + (1[h], h) ,, + (h,h)s
1

5

7

and estimate the terms on the right separately.

S
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As h h E 12(H'(S"')) we have (h, h), Cflh. Note that (1 + 1*)h = Oh,
where P denote the L2 -adjoint of 1 and 0 E C00(SN_1), hence I + P E £(L2(SN_1))
and Ml - IA-' is a pseudodifferential operator of order s on 51'-, hence Ml - IA' E
£ (H a (SN_l),L2(S'_l)). Thus

(l[h], h) 3 = (A'l[hj, A'h)0
= (1A'h, A'h)o + ((Ml - IA-)h, A'h)0
=

((I + l')h, A'h) 0 + ( ( Ml - IA-)h, Ash)0

-y is smooth and positive and 0 is a smooth diffeomorphism, we have h
hE
(1'0),H'i(S"_')). This implies, by an
interpolation inequality,
As

£13(H3i(S'_1)) and q E C i .

(*K*_ I h , h) =
(31)

<
C 11 h 11 23+-i
d-1--

- e II h II 2

+ CeIIhII

with arbitrary e > 0.
By a transformation of the integration variable, we have
1

(u,v)o = (

r0

V)0

where It is a smooth positive function on r0 representing the "change of the surface
element". Using this, one calculates
(.A* _1h, h)
= ((*A . - 1 I 5*A*_1)h,h)
+ ((A3q*Aci* - ci*Ac1*1A3)h,A3h)

+ ( ( 1, 12 A - A4)_1A3h,_1A3h'

r0

Jo

((A - "A +

ro
13

+ (AA:A'h,A:,i''A'h)
(
a-ill
j,*A5*_ l I
s A s_I )h , A TL h)
=
+ (A_(A 8

A*_ 1 _cbA cb*_ I A s )h , A 3 d2ih
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r0

•
•

Is

•

• _cIIAi O3 ,.t L *_ I A 3 hII 2
•

—c

ll h ll +

+

+CIIhII

C llhll,

where we have used that, due to the commutator i )roperties of pseudo differential oper
ators,
lq*Ag5_1.yJ ( S N_I ) Hs- TL(S_I))
E
- *A0*_IA3 E

(S's' '), H(S''))

pJA - Ay 21 E
AjA - AAj Er(H-r(r0),H3(r0)),
furthermore
A:,*_ I A 3 e
and the interpolation inequality

ll h Il,+..

ëh

+

c. " 1.112

lI''II s

with sufficiently small ë. The assertion follows by combining the above inequalities and
choosing e in (31) sufficiently small U
The following abstract lemma provides a general result concerning generator properties of a linear operator satisfying a coercivity estimate in a scale of (real) Hilbert
spaces.
Lemma 6 (Generator property). For s E R and d> 0 let
AE

fl
fl

satisfy estimates
(Au,u)

5

d

(Au, u) 5

^

C1U

c I l u ll 2

a -

2

C 1I U I1 + 4
C ll u l'182

(u E H8(SN_1))
(u

€ H(S"'))

with constants c > 0 and C > 0. Then A E fl(H3(S'_I),H8(S1''_1)), i.e. -A,
considered as an unbounded operator on H(S"_ 1 ) with V(-A) = H 8 (S'_ I ) , is the
generator of a holomorphic seinigroup on H(S"_1).
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Proof. We fix an arbitrary real w

(i) A

C, define A = A + wI, and show below that

>

E £, ( H 3 + d ( s N_1 ) H(S''-1))

(ii) Re[Az,z] 3

^!

0 for all z E H 5 i (S IVI )c and Im [ Az , z 131

z E H1"(S'1)c

CRc[Az,z] 5 for all

where [., ] denotes the usual scalar product in the complexified space H(S'-' )c
to which A is extended in the natural way. As (i) holds for all real w > C, we
have that {.\ E RI ..\ 0} C p(A) for any such w. The estimates (ii) mean that
the numerical range of A is contained in a sector of the right half complex plane
whose opening angle is smaller than 7r. By [24: Proposition VII.3.2] this implies
A E N(H' (SV-_I)Hs(SN_I)) and therefore by a well-known perturbation result
also A = A - wi € (H(S'-'), H3(SN1)).
To show assertion (i), consider the operator
J: H" (SN-1)

-i

(H3(Si'_l))l

given by
(Ju,v)

(Au,Av)d

which is easily shown to he an isometric isomorphism. Our assumptions imply JA

£(Hd(Stv_I),(Hi(S'_1))l) and

(JAu,u) = (Au,u) + d > cuj

+

(u e

Hence, by a density argument,
(u E Hd(S'_I)),

(JAU,U) ^! cu

and thus JA E
by the Lax-Milgrani lemma. This
implies assertion (i).
To show assertion (ii), we estimate for arbitrary z = it + iv E H d (S I )c with

u,v E H'(S'),

Re[Az,z] 3
and

= (Au, u) ., + (Av,v) 3 ^! c (II u IId

IIm[Az, z1 I :5 (Au, v) I + I(Av, u) 3 I
Il Au ll
lInil + + II Av II
4

,+A

c(u 112 +
CReLAz,z),
and the lemma is proved I

S

11v112'+j)

+ I v II + ) ^ 0

S-

h u ll3 +
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6. Solvability of the nonlinear problem

We will show short-time solvability of the evolution problem (21) using a rather classical
given by
method of a priori energy estimates for adapted scalar products (.,
(u,v) 3,

= >

(

D"u,Dv).

laI<n

Note that the norm

II IL

given by
I u II,, = (u,u)3,fl

is a norm on Hs4fl(SN_l) that generates the usual topology (cf. (18)). Throughout
this section, we assume d > 1 and K = w. (If K is finite, then the results obtained
below hold only for n K.)

Lemma 7 (Local a priori estimate).
(1) (Parabolic equations): Suppose (17) with s replaced by s -

and (30) hold.

Then for all n > d
(p(r),r) 3n

c3, (II r

(r E W fl H(S"')).

+ 1)

(ii) (First-order hyperbolic equations): Suppose d = 1, (17), and
(p'(r)[h], h) 3

(r E W, h E H(S'))

C II h II

Then for all n> 1
(p(r),r) sn

C

(II r II,

+ 1)

(r E W fl H 3+ n (SN_I)).

Proof. Using (22), we decompose
(p(r),r)s,n =

(Dp(r),D°r)
IaI<n

= (p(r), r) 3

1:

+

((pl(r)[Dar], Dr) 3 + (G 0 (r), Dr)s)

and estimate the terms on the right separately.
To show (i), note that due to (30) for all r E W and all h E Hd(S'_I)
(p'(r)[h], h) 5

= (p'(0)(hl,

h) 3 + ((p'(r) - p'(0))[h], h),

-c h M+ d + C 11hJ12 + (p'(r) — p'(0)) [hi 13_ d 11h1j,+A
• < —c'h

+d

+

C 11 h 11 2a,

(32)
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if W is chosen sufficiently small. Consequently, using (24) with s replaced by .s (p(r),r)3,n

(—cIIDarII2 +d +CIIr II2s+tI + IIGa(r)IIIIrII,+t+11)

I<IoI<n

— c 1 r 11d

+ Cs,nII r I+n + e II r ll +4+ + CIIrII3+d+
+ 1)

15 C(r

if e is chosen sufficiently small.
To show assertion (ii), we use (32) and estimate (23). This yields
>

(c3 iirii

11 + II G ( r )IIsII r IIs+jai) <C n (rJI

+ 1).

I<IaI<n

Thus the lemma is proved I
Based on these a priori estimates, we are able to show an existence result for the solution of problem (21). For > 0 and X a Banach space, we will denote by C ([0 , T], X)
and C,,([O, T], X) the spaces of weakly continuous and weakly differentiable functions
u : [0,TJ -+ X, i.e. the functions for which (,u) E C([0, T]) and (,u) E C'([O,T])
for all E X', respectively.

Theorem 1 (Short-time existence of solutions). Let the assumptions of Lemma 7
(i) or (ii) be fulfilled. There are constants e > 0 and T > 0 such that for all n > d and
all
r0 E B o (e , H 3 +(S N_l )fl Hn(SN_I))
there is a solution

E C,,, QO, T], H"(S'')) n c' QO, Tj, Hs_d(Si''_I))
of problem (21) satisfying r(t) - ro in H(S" 1 ) as t - 0.
There is at most one solution of problem (21) in
C' ([o, T], H'(S"')) n

The existence result can be proved by a Galerkin approximation as in [21: Proof of
Theorem A). For the details of this as well as for the uniqueness result we refer to [18:
Proofs of Propositions 1 and 21 or [26: Proof of Theorem 1] where the same abstract
result is proved in the context of special applications. We emphasize that the choice
of e and T is independent of n, i.e. the smoothness of the initial datum is preserved
during the evolution, even if the initial datum is small only in a weaker norm.
For parabolic equations, however, one expects a smoothing effect of the evolution.
More precisely, the following result will be shown by a bootstrapping argument.
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2 (Smoothing property for parabolic equations). Suppose

—p'(0) €

fl(H3+1(SN_I), H'(S')) n n(H'4(S''), Hs(S1)).

Then there are numbers e > 0 and T > 0 such that for any solution

r E CI([O,T),HI(SN_l))
of problem (21) that satisfies r(0) E Bo(e,H'(S''')) we have
r E Coo ((0,T),C00(SN_l)).
Proof.

It is sufficient to show that
E C'((0,

TI, C°°(S'"-')).

(33)

Indeed, this implies r E C'((0,T],H2'"'(S"-')) for any k E N, and using the fact
for 3 ^! 1 we get from
that p maps w n H s +.l d (S N_1 ) smoothly into
is
arbitrary,
this implies the
k
As
= p(r(t)) that r E C' ((0, T], H3+(Stv_l )).
assertion.
If e and T are chosen small enough, then p'(r(t)) - p'(0) is small in
£(H 34 (S lv_l ) , H'(S''))

n £(H(S

1 ), H( S"1)),

hence, by a well-known perturbation result,
—A(t) = —p'(r(t))
E (H(S'), H'(S'

1 ))fl (H"(S'1), H3(SN_1))

for alit E [0,T]. We choose 6 E (0,T), y E (0,1) and a strictly increasing sequence
{ S k} C (0,6) arbitrarily. To show (33) we prove
Dr

E

C1([8k,TI,Hl (SN_l)) fl C(16 k ,T1,H s

(S f

))

(IflI < k)

(34)

by induction over k E N. For k = 0, (34) holds by assumption. Suppose now (34) holds
fork = n. This implies
r E C1([6,TI, Hn(Stv_I)) fl

We pick an arbitrary a with J al = n + 1 and set u = D°r. By Lemma 3 we get that
u E C 1 ([o , TJ,H 3 (S N_l )) satisfies
u=A(t)u+f(t)l
u(6) = D°r(6)

(35)
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where, by our assumptions,
A(t)

p'(r(i.)) E C' ([b, T], £(H3+i(SN_l), H3(SN_1)))

n C([,
1(t)

T], £(H

+1 (5" ' ), H' (S")))

= GQ (r(t)) E c([o,T],H(sN_i)).

A standard result on non-autonomous linear parabolic equations (see, e.g., [23: Theorem
6.1.4] for a stronger result) yields
U

E C'

U

6

+6+1
2

,T],H'(S'))

In particular, as d > 1 we have u( 6 " +26 ' + '
ments to the initial value problem
it

u( "

6 + 26

_______
n C(['"6+'
,T],H 3 (SN_l)).
2

)

E H 3+1 ( S N-I ). Applying the same argu-

= A(t)u

+ 1(t)

) = Dr(6nn+t) }

yields
Dar E

C'([+ 1 ,T], H(S"))

n C([fi,+,T), H3+i(SN))

which completes the induction proof I

7. Applications
The abstract framework given in the previous sections reduces the analysis of problem
(21) (as far as short-time existence is concerned) to the verification of (17) and the
study of the linearization '(R). In the case of parabolic problems, the aim is to show
the validity of the assumptions of Lemma 5 for s > so. Then Lemmas 6 and 7/(i) are
applicable, and thus Theorems 1 and 2 hold.
Our first applications are extensions of the results obtained in 118, 26].
7.1 Stokes flow driven by surface tension. We return to the example considered
in Section 3. Lemma 2 shows that in the situation described there, (17) is satisfied
with K = w and d = 1. It remains to consider the linearization (0). Straightforward
calculations that have been carried out in [18] give

= n 7 BnLr 0 h + L 1 h + Loh,
where L 0 E £(H 3 (r 0 )) for s > s 0 =
corresponding to a smooth vector field, and

L1 is a first-order differential operator

BE £((H(r0))",(H(r0))N)
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is given as Bcp = uIr 0 where (u, p, A) is the (uniquely determined) solution of the StokesNeumann problem
Q0
in
—Au +Vp+A i =O
divu=O
T(u,p)n+AzØn= V
fudr

=0

fn rotudx

= 0.

in Q0
on [' 0

(36)

It follows from the general theory of elliptic systems that
A = n BnAr.
+ L1

is a pseudodifferential operator of order 1 for which the coercivity estimate (29) can be
shown either on the basis of the weak formulation of (36), using Korns second inequality
(see [18: Section 5]) or by explicit calculation of the principal symbol and application
of Grdings inequality.
Summarizing our main results and using a compactness argument again, we obtain
the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Well-posedness and smoothness of the boundary for Stokes flow
driven by surface tension). Let U(d) = ulan where u solves problem (8), . > s >
SO = + 2. There are constants E > 0 and T> 0 depending only on 1, 9, and s such
that for any
r0 E Bo (El H3+ 2 (SN_I)) fl H3+3(S'_l)
there is a unique solution
E C([0, Tj, H3+3(SN_l))

n C 1 ([0, TI, H

2 (S''1))

of the initial value problem (21). Moreover,
rE
and if ro E H

COO

(SN_I) for annE N, then r E C([o , TI, Hs+(S'_I)).

Remark. Here as well as in the following applications, the smoothness of the initial
perturbation r0 is chosen high enough to obtain existence, uniqueness, and smoothness
of the solution at once. This is not an optimal choice if one is interested in existence of
solutions only.

7.2 Hele-Shaw flow driven by surface tension. The following moving boundary
problem can be discussed in a completely analogous manner: Let U(Q) = VuIan where
u is the solution of the standard elliptic boundary value problem

Lu=0
Uk

in Q )
oflad)

(37)
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where K is defined as in Section 3. This is a formulation for the so-called (one-phase)
Hele-Shaw flow problem with surface tension. In the case N = 2, it occurs as a model for
the motion of a blob of liquid confined in the thin gap between two plane parallel plates.
For N = 2 and N = 3 it also describes the motion of phase boundaries by capillarity
and volume diffusion in metallurgy [25]. For N = 2, global solvability in time has been
shown in [10) for initial data near the equilibria which are given by the balls. Moreover,
exponential stability of these equilibria is proved. Short-time solvability results for the
moving boundary problem in the case where Q(t) is a perturbed halfspace in R 2 are
established in [12] and, in a more general situation including also the influence of sources
and sinks, in [22]. A corresponding two-phase problem is discussed in [9]. Furthermore,
the linearization of the one-phase problem is briefly discussed in [2].
Our analysis is in many aspects similar to the one given in [15), where the theory
of maximal regularity in little Holder spaces is used to show existence, uniqueness, and
C°°-smoothness of solutions for a related problem where ô(t) consists of a fixed and a
moving component. Due to the analytic setting, some parts of the proofs are considerably more involved than the ones given here. As pointed out above, we generalize the
results of [26].
Using the well-known regularity results for (37) and the same perturbation arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2, one shows that (17) holds with d = 3, K = w, and
S > so =
The linearization has been carried out in [26], it yields
A DN L r O + L2,
where L 2 E £(H3+2(r0), H s (r 0 )) and A DN is the so-called Dirichlet- Neumann operator
on ci0 which maps W to the outer normal derivative A DN,O =
an where u solves
Lu=0

u= W

in Q0
onôçlo

Again, the general theory of elliptic equations yields that A = A DNLr O is a pseudodifferential operator of order d = 3,. and the coercivity estimate (29) is shown in [26:
Lemma 81. (Alternatively, it can be obtained by calculation of the principal symbol and
G.rdings inequality also in this situation.)
Summarizing, we find the following result.

Theorem 4 (Well-posedness and smoothness of the boundary for Hele-Shaw flow
driven by surface tension). Let U(1) = Vulaci where u solves problem (37), . > .s >
SO = E + 2. There are constants e > 0 and T > 0 depending only on 411
that for any

, .,

ro E Bo (e, H

4 (S''))

fl'H7(S'1)

there is a unique solution
E C([0,T],H7(5"'))

n C1 ([0, T],H3+4(S!_))

of the initial value problem (21). Moreover,
r E C00((0,T),C00(SJ"'_l)),

and s such
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H''(S'—')).

7.3 Classical Hele-Shaw flow. To describe the classical Hele-Shaw flow problem, we
consider the elliptic boundary value problem
—AV =f

v=O

in

(38)

onôj

In order to include various interior driving mechanisms, as distributed sources and sinks,
point sources and sinks, as well as multipoles of arbitrary order, we allow a very general
right-hand side, namely, f E E'(c1 0 ), i.e. f is a distribution with compact support in
1 0• This implies that in general v E 1Y( Q ). Outside supp 1, however, v is represented
by an analytic function, and thus the Dirichlet boundary condition makes sense if oc
is near ai 0 . As before, the motion of the domain is given by U(1) = Vvl3ç. The
condition for well-posedness which has to be imposed on f is
3V00

onacl0

(39)

for the solution v 0 of problem (38) with o• This means that we consider a situation
in which the liquid domain is everywhere advancing. By the strong maximum principle,
(39) is automatically satisfied if f is a positive measure, as in [6, 20].
We set g = C * f where G denotes a fundamental solution of the Laplacian. The
function g is analytic outside suppf. Setting u = v - g we have U() = V(tt + g)Iail
and
Lu=0
in Q )
(40)
u= —g
onOd. )
to 110 yields

Transforming (40) from Q =

0
= [(—go

8r)IS

N-1

1

where
u(8, r) = u o

O,r

=

and

L(9, r) =

Tr5N-

The mapping (8,r) '-i (—g 0 9,r)ISN-I is analytic from a small neighborhood of 0 in
x H( S') into H'(S') for s > E . By arguments similar to those in the
proof of Lemma 2, we conclude that (17) holds for s >
and d = 1.
To calculate '(0) we perform a change of coordinates as in Section 5 and find
7i( R)

B(R)
+(R)g))lr 0
=

.(R)
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where

,b(R)

O,r(R) °

?J(R)g=goJ(R)
= no,,,,(,) o 1J(R)
U(R) = u(0,r(R)) a
ri = (0)
B(R)v = (V(v o (R)')) o

the mapping R
r(R) denotes the inverse of the mapping r- R(r) defined by (25),
and no denotes the outer unit normal field on Ô1. Note the i(0) = idç 10 and hence
((ô)-')'(o) = -(o)'(o),

-

where 30 denotes the Jacobian of . Consequently, we find by straightforward calculations
B'(0)fhj = ((o)[h] . V) o V - V o ( ' (0)[h]• V)
(41)
and, using that

(0)(hJIr o =
=((0) + g)h - -((0)[h1 Vii(0)) +
+ (V(1i(0) +

-'(0)
[h].
r,

It remains to calculate 1i'(0)[h] from
=F- 0
[ -t,b(R)gr0 j
where

P(R)

=arid

P(R)v = (A(vo(R')) o(R).

By similar calculations as for (41) we find
P'(0)[h] = ('(0)[h] . V) a A - A

0 ((0)[h] V)

and thus
= -L(0y'L1(0)[h](o)

= 7.(0)' [A((o)[h] .

1 0 I1
Ii g Ir 0 j +L(0)

101

IL an J I

V(0))1
I
-h
an

because E(0)-' [gj°r0 I = 11(0) and the first term in P'(0)[h]1(0) vanishes. Therefore
b'(0)[h] . Vii(0) + w[h],
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where w = w[h] solves
Lw=O

in Po

/ ôg
an

Thus we obtain, writing v0

=

on F0.

°"h
an )

i(0) +

avo

h + !4h + Vv0 . i'(0)[h],
= ADN (—
\ On ) On

(42)

with ADN as defined in the previous subsection. ADN is known to be a pseudodifferential
operator of order 1 on the manifold F0 , and therefore the commutator properties of
operators of this kind yield
(43)

an

where K is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0 on F0 and D = Vv0 . 7
is a firstorder differential operator corresponding to a smooth vector field on 17 0 . This implies
that the operator D + D is given just by multiplication with a smooth function, and
consequently we have
i '(0)

((D + K)u,u)° = (((D + D) + K) u, Cu (u E H'(Fo)). (44)

Elementary arguments based on the Green formula and the Poincaré inequality show
that
(ADNU, u)°

>—

- C I u II

C II u II
2

(u E H'(Fo))

2

(45)

with a constant c> 0 depending on F0 only (see [26: Equation (4.2))). Combining (39)
and (43) - (45) we find
('(0)[h], h)°

—c II h II + C 11h 112
2

2

(h E H'(F0)),

and by the commutator property(0)Aç. 0 - A 0 '(0) € £(H'(r0 ), H°(F0))
('(0)[h], h) ' °

—c II h II+ C4 +

II h II

(h E H'(F0)).

Hence the assumptions of Lemma 5 are satisfied with d = 1 and A = —ADN
+ D.
an
Summarizing, we find the following result.

Theorem 5 (Well-posedness and smoothness of the boundary for Hele-Shaw flow
with advancing liquid front). Let U() = VvIao where v solves problem (38), . > .s >
SO = + 1. Suppose that (39) holds. Then there are constants e > 0 and T > 0
depending only on 1, f, ., and s such that for any
ro E Bo (e, H

2 (S" 1 )) flH3(SN_l)
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there is a unique solution
E C([0, T], H3 (SN_i))

n C' ([o, T], H3+2(SN_1))

of the initial value problem (21). Moreover,
r E C0((0,T),C°°(S")),
and if To E H" (S'') for an EN, then r

Remarks. The results of this subsection can be seen as a generalization of the
results in [6, 20] with respect to the driving mechanisms. Our result are weaker in
the sense that we do not prove analyticity of Of(t) for t > 0. Note, however, that
(in contrast to the earlier results mentioned above) we do obtain smoothness of the
evolution of the interface in time.
The linearization (42) corresponds to the results which are obtained in [2: Lemma
2.11 in a somewhat informal manner and a slightly different analytic setting. Furthermore, the condition (4.i) for (linear) well-posedness of a Hele-Shaw type problem given
in [2] corresponds to our condition (39). This condition is sharp in the sense that the
linearized operator loses its coercivity if (39) is violated. For corresponding results in a
different geometry, see [17]. Note that, by the strong maximum principle, the condition
on the function b in Theorem 1.1 there implies the validity of a condition like (39) on
the moving component of the boundary.
Acknowledgments. The author is indebted to Prof. J. Escher and Prof. M.
Gunther for a lot of fruitful discussions.
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